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Abstract
In many cases the modeling of machining and deformation processes may be based on a rigid plastic material model. The yield criterion
of some plastically incompressible metallic materials depends on the hydrostatic stress. The double shearing model can be used to
describe the behavior of such materials. As a rule, friction occurs in machining and deformation processes. One of widely used friction
law is the maximum friction law. In the case of the double shearing model this law demands that the friction surface coincides with an
envelope of characteristics. The present study deals with the effect of this friction law on the temperature field in the vicinity of the friction
surface. The study is restricted to stationary planar flows. In particular, the behavior of the temperature field near the maximum friction
surface is found from asymptotic analysis of the systems of equations of thermoplasticity. It is shown that the plastic work rate follows
an inverse square root rule near maximum friction surfaces and thus, approaches infinity at the surface. Since, the plastic work rate is
involved in the heat conduction equation, the temperature and the heat flux must be describable by nondifferentiable functions where
the singular behavior of the plastic work occurs. It is hypothesized that the asymptotic analysis performed can be useful for predicting
the generation of white layers in machining processes and fine grain layers in deformation processes.
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as the normal distance to the friction surface approaches zero.

INTRODUCTION

This should affect the distribution of temperature in the
The temperature of the metal rises during plastic

vicinity of frictional interfaces and therefore, the generation

deformation because of the heat generated by mechanical

of white layer/fine grain layer under thermally dominant

work. Under certain conditions, this temperature rise is of

conditions. Because of the singular nature of the plastic work

considerable importance. From the point of view of

rate distribution in the vicinity of maximum friction surfaces,

plasticity theory, the first systematic study on temperature

an asymptotic analysis of equations is required for the

distributions in metal forming processes has been conducted

development of efficient numerical methods to accurately

by Tanner and Johnson (1960). A recent review of the

predict the distribution of temperature and as a result, the

literature on this topic has been provided by Hadala (2013).

conditions of phase transformations near surfaces with high

A review of the literature on heat generation and temperature

friction. Such an analysis is performed in the present paper for

prediction in metal machining processes has been given by

the double shearing model proposed by Spencer (1964). The

Abukhshim et al. (2006). In contrast to these works, the

result for the classical rigid perfectly plastic model is obtained

present paper deals with the effect of singular velocity fields

as a particular case.

on the temperature rise within a narrow layer in the vicinity of
frictional interfaces. This research is motivated by numerous

PLASTIC WORK RATE NEAR MAXIMUM

experimental observations that demonstrate that a narrow

FRICTION SURFACES

layer with drastically modified microstructure is generated
near such interfaces. This layer is usually called white layer in

The double shearing model has been proposed by

papers devoted to machining processes and fine grain layer in

Spencer (1964). It is known that this model is described by a

papers devoted to metal forming processes. A complete

hyperbolic system of equations. Therefore, the definition for

review of results on white layer/fine grain layer generation

the maximum friction law is that the friction surface coincides

published before 1987 has been presented by Griffiths (1987).

with an envelope of characteristics. This definition is valid for

According to this review article there are three main

the regime of sliding. In what follows, planar flows are

contributory mechanisms responsible for white layer

considered. Let T be a tool surface (curve in planes of flow)

generation. Two of these mechanisms are; (a) Mechanism of

where the maximum friction law is satisfied (Fig. 1). Introduce

rapid heating and quenching and (b) Mechanism of intensive

an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system (", $) such that
the curve $ = 0 coincides with T as in Eq. 1. It is assumed that
the $-lines are straight. Then, the scale factor of these
coordinate lines is H$ = 1. With no loss of generality it is
possible to take the scale factor of the "-lines as:

plastic deformation. The latter can be described by means of
the strain rate intensity factor introduced by Alexandrov and
Richmond (2001). This factor is the coefficient of the leading
singular term in a series expansion of the equivalent strain rate
near maximum friction surfaces. This expansion shows that
the equivalent strain rate is infinite at the friction surface.

H  1 

Therefore, the strain rate intensity factor controls the


R  

(1)

magnitude of the equivalent strain rate in its vicinity. A


necessary condition for the existence of the strain rate
intensity factor is the maximum friction law. This boundary
condition is often adopted at the tool-chip interface
(at least, over a portion of this interface) in machining
processes (Ng et al., 1999; Karpat and Ozel, 2006; Ramesh and

O
Tool

Melkote, 2008; Lalwani et al., 2009; Akbar et al., 2010;
Molinari et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Agmell et al., 2014). This

Plastic material


zone is usually called the sticking zone. The existence of such
zones has been reported in deformation processes as well


(Kim and Ikeda, 2000; Wideroe and Welo, 2012; Sanabria et al.,
2014a, b). It is evident that the strain rate intensity factor

Maximum friction
surface, 

controls the intensity of heat generation by plastic
deformation and moreover, this intensity approaches infinity

Fig. 1: Coordinate system in the vicinity of friction surface
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where, R(") is the radius of curvature of the line $ = 0. This

numerical factor that determines the fraction of the plastic

radius is defined as R(") = -)"/)n (Fig. 1). A distinguished

work rate released as heat. Also,

T
denotes the convected
t

feature of the double shearing model is that the shear strain

derivative and ) the Laplace operator. It is assumed that a and

rate ξ"$ approaches infinity near the maximum friction

CV are both constant. The constitutive equations dictate that

surface (if the regime of sliding occurs) and follows an inverse

D is constant as well.

square root rule (Alexandrov and Lyamina, 2002). In particular:
TEMPERATURE FIELD NEAR MAXIMUM FRICTION
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SURFACES IN STATIONARY FLOW

(2)

Using Eq. 1 and the equation H$ = 1 the Laplace operator
as s60. Here, D is the strain rate intensity factor and s is the

is written as:

normal distance to the friction surface. Equation 2 is also valid
for rigid perfectly plastic materials (Alexandrov and Richmond,

T 

2001). Equation 2 is in qualitative agreement with

R
  R T   2 T
1 T



 R       R      2  R    

(5)

experimental observations that plastic strain is localized and
therefore, white layers/fine grain layers are generated near

Since the flow is stationary, the convected derivative is

frictional interfaces.

given by:

It is evident that conventional numerical methods are not
capable to predict the correct distribution of the velocity field

Ru  T
T
T

 u
t  R    


where Eq. 2 is satisfied. In particular, using ABAQUS a ring
upsetting process has been analyzed by Chen et al. (1998). All
the finite element analyses presented in this paper have failed

where, u" and u$ are the components of the velocity vector in

to converge in the case of the maximum friction law. In the

the coordinate system chosen. Substituting Eq. 5 and 6 into

case of coupled thermo-plastic problems, the same difficulty

Eq. 4 and using Eq. 3 yield:

has been reported by Rebelo and Kobayashi (1980). To predict
an accurate distribution of temperature in the vicinity of

Ru  T
T
 u
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maximum friction surfaces, the corresponding asymptotic
expansion should be derived.
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Since the normal strain rates ξ"" and ξ$$ are finite at the
maximum friction surface, it follows from Eq. 2 and the choice
of the coordinate system that the plastic work rate is given by:
 1 
W  2f   o 
  



(6)

(7)
as $60. It is reasonable to assume that the derivatives MT/M"

(3)

and M2T/M"2 are bounded along the maximum friction surface.
Then, it is seen from Eq. 7 that:

as $60. Here τf is the friction stress. Since τf is finite, it is seen
 1 
 1 
T
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from Eq. 3 that the plastic work rate approaches infinity in the
vicinity of maximum friction surfaces. On the other hand, the

(8)

plastic work rate is involved in the heat conduction equation.
In particular:

as $60. In Eq. 8 M2T/M$2 = O($G3/2) as $60. This contradicts Eq. 7.
Therefore, it follows from Eq. 7 and 8 that the asymptotic
T
W
 aT 
t
CV

representation of the temperature field in the vicinity of

(4)

maximum friction surfaces is:

where, T is the temperature, a is the thermal diffusivity, D is the

T  Tf    

density, CV is the specific heat at constant volume and γ is a
100

qf   
k
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as $60. Here, k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, Tf is
the temperature at the friction surface and qf is the
component of the heat flux vector normal to the friction
surface. Both Tf and qf are in general functions of ".
To the best of authorsʼ knowledge, no publication
devoted to the asymptotic behavior of the temperature field
in the vicinity of maximum friction surfaces in the case of the
double shearing model is available. Moreover, it is evident that
no direct experimental verification of the asymptotic solution
of Eq. 9 is possible. However, experimental results reported by
Jaspers and Dautzenberg (2002), Lo and Lin (2002),
Sartkulvanich et al. (2005), Liljerehn et al. (2009), Bahi et al.
(2012) and Molinari et al. (2012) demonstrate the importance
of the precise determination of temperature distributions in
the vicinity of frictional interfaces. Usually, finite element
modeling is used to find such distributions (Lo and Lin, 2002;
Sartkulvanich et al., 2005) among many others. It is evident
from Eq. 9 that traditional finite element methods are not
capable to predict the correct distribution of temperature in
the vicinity of maximum friction surfaces in the case of the
double shearing model. The main result of the present study
can be used to develop the extended finite element method
for this purpose. An overview of extended finite element
method method is presented in Fries and Belytschko (2010).
A particular solution for non-stationary rigid perfectly
plastic flow has been found by Alexandrov and Miszuris
(2015). This solution is singular. The singularity in the
temperature field is caused by the singularity in the velocity
field. In the present study, the double shearing model has
been investigated. However, the velocity field is also singular
for the double slip and rotation model (Alexandrov and Harris,
2006), models of anisotropic plasticity (Alexandrov and Jeng,
2013) and viscoplastic models (Alexandrov and Mustafa, 2013,
2015). The main result of the present study can be extended
to these rigid plastic models without any conceptual difficulty.

distribution of temperature near maximum friction surfaces
and the asymptotic expansion given in Eq. 9 should be used
in numerical codes.
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